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• CESNET NA2
• Current status
• Future plans
CESNET NA2 activities aims

- to serve as a complement to performed NA3/NA4 activities
- to provide marketing of all CESNET activities within EGEE-II
  - management of production Grid, middleware development
- to promote EGEE-II as well as national Grid infrastructure
  - project METACentrum
Recent results

- translation of VOCE-related materials to local language
  - currently being updated at our content management system
- translation of EGEE-II generic information files
- contribution to newsletters and magazines
  - Technology Transfer Office’s Newsletter
Approaching users

- Continuing work
  - continuing cooperation with NA3/NA4 activities
    - advertisement of organized courses
    - advertisement of provided application tools
  - continuing enhancement of managed portals
• **Planned enhancements**

  - complete restructuring of the local EGEE portal
    - including VOCE information section
  - intensive dissemination of marketing materials to the end users through planned dissemination events
    - local course in December